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From our President: Elaine Amenta
Good day all NPC’rs
As I write this month’s submission, I am sitting in Montezuma,
Costa Rica. The colours are beautiful and the photo
opportunities are endless. The ocean is so blue and the trees are
so green and, of course, that presents a challenge to my camera
as far as adjusting for the best light! There are many technical
aspects to taking a “good photograph”. Once the moment has
been captured we then have to “fiddle” around with the
technical side of things! This, and many other reasons, is why we will be holding Technical
Evenings as part of our executive duties. Andreas Gada is our Technical chair and he will
be tapping into the vast amount of talent in the NPC membership to bring us workshops
and presentations that will answer many of our technical questions. These evenings will be
held at The Pine Academy on a Monday evening and you do not need to register. I think
you will be glad you attended!
Our Spring workshop, “Picture Perfect,” will also be a day to remember. I attended the
workshop last May and learned so much. That is the day I finally switched to shooting in
RAW! It was not as scary as I thought it might be!
Jump right in and enjoy the activities that NPC presents to you. The outings, thanks to
David O’Rourke, are fun and interesting. The web page is filled with information and
useful ideas and will be getting some updates very soon. If you think you would like to get
more involved then please contact me or another member of the executive. In the
meantime, I have the rest of the week to go out and photograph birds and waterfalls and
try to figure out the best light to shoot in. Or maybe I’ll just order another Mojito, por
favor!
(David O’Rourke Photo Of Elaine above)
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Featured Photographers:
Paul and Dawn Macklin

(Dawn) Paul and I are new NPC members from
Peterborough where we also belong to the Peterborough
Photographic Society. I was born in Toronto where my
first contact with photography was looking at photos while my mother would tell me about
my dad who was overseas during the war until I was 4 ½. Daily excursions to High Park
quickly developed my love of nature and animals. Family photos were always taken and
events recorded so when I received my Baby (Holiday) Brownie camera at the age of 8, I
was ready to start snapping. Lack of money for film, however, slowed me down. Growing
up in Trenton I often spent time in a local woods and one highlight was borrowing my
dad’s movie camera one day and recording the hatching of a cicada. It wasn’t until 1967
while I was nursing in ICU at Sick Children’s Hospital, and taking candid shots of staff
(using my husband’s Yashica), that I was asked to take photos of a young cardiac patient
from admission to discharge to be used at a Grand Rounds presentation and I was hooked.
Work and family kept me from doing all that I wanted to do until our 3 children were
grown and off on their own.
{Paul) I was born in Northumberland County on a farm east of Fenella. Most

of my formative years (public and high school) were in the village of Brighton.
After graduating from the Faculty of Dentistry, University of Toronto in 1968
my wife, Dawn, and I settled in Peterborough where I have practised dentistry
till the present, although I am now on a much reduced work schedule. We
have three children and six grandchildren.
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Paul Composing! (Dawn)
Herons Nesting (Dawn)

On Graceful Wings (Paul)

Dawn and icebergs (Paul)

(Dawn) Traveling spurred my enthusiasm and any trip averaged 15 rolls of film. At the

time, I was using a Canon 650. In 2003, while roaming Bonaventure Island in the Gaspe
trying to photograph Gannets and constantly missing wing tips we realized digital was
definitely the way to go and we have never looked back. And yes, we now manage to
include at least one acceptable bird image with wingtips. I started with a Canon 20D and
now have a Canon 7D which I love as the settings are so conveniently visible to check and
alter. If our somewhat controlled film shooting produced 76 photo albums, I am afraid to
guess what we now have in digital images on our computers!
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Wine Glass and Bottle (Paul)

(Paul) Travelling has taken us to all the provinces in
Canada, except the north, many of the eastern and
western states of the U.S., Belize, Costa Rica, Greece, Italy
and limited areas of Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
My hobbies have included sketching, painting (both oil
and acrylic), duck carving and cabinetry. However, the
one hobby to which I keep returning and enjoy most is
photography.
My pastimes include skiing, kayaking, sailing (Hobie Cats)
and spending as much time as possible at our summer
cottage on Chandos Lake.
Waterfalls, West Virginia (Paul)

Reflecting Drops (Paul)
Trent
University At
Night (Paul)
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(Dawn) I still haven’t narrowed my interest to one or two types of photography but I love

the outdoors, hiking, kayaking,
traveling and gardening so landscape
and wildlife predominate. However I
also love close up work, abstract and I
am having fun with the creative side of
photography. The lenses I use are a
15 x 85mm (Which I use most often), a
telephoto, 70 x 200, and close up,
100mm.

Moraine Lake (Dawn)

Travels have taken us across Canada and to places
like Arizona, Hawaii, Switzerland, Austria,
Germany, St. Lucia, Belize, Costa Rica, Greece and
Italy. I must confess that in every case we are
usually seeking the picture rather than being found
in the museums. We head down into the canyons
or climb to the top of any hill or St. Peter’s
Cathedral (for a better view), or take the dirt roads
rather than the highway. What I love about
photography is that you are really looking at what
you see, really taking in and appreciating what is
before you. Here at home Algonquin is a favourite.
Barred Owl (Dawn)

York River Near
Bancroft (Dawn)
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(Dawn) We have 3 children and 6 grandchildren, all of whom
provide great inspiration for taking photos. I tend to take the
‘activity’ photos while Paul loves the portrait work. All the
family has come to accept seeing us with cameras in hand
whenever we have visits and the grandchildren have known that
flash since birth.
Summers are spent at our cottage on Chandos Lake (since
1971). We have a Hobie 16 catamaran and while Paul races I
take the race photos for the club which offers me plenty of
challenges and also highlights.
We both do a good deal of the photography for our lake

Sunshine In My Hair and
Rebecca (Paul)

yearbook as well and thoroughly enjoy this aspect as it
encourages us to become involved with lake activities and
events and consequently have made wonderful friends as well.
The best for me is that Paul and I share the same interests,
especially photography.

Happiness Is….
(Paul)

Boat Races on Chandos
Lake (Dawn)
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“Retired” Boat (Dawn )
Dawn In Kayak (Paul)
With Ice, Please! Paul
Paul:: My pastimes include skiing, kayaking, sailing (Hobie
Cats) and spending as much time as possible at our summer
cottage on Chandos Lake.
How my first interest in photography developed I am not
certain; it involved my first camera, a Kodak Brownie and
Hurricane Hazel. My first images were of the destruction
caused by this storm in the village of Brighton.
Upon graduating from Victoria College I was rewarded with
my first 35 mm camera, a Yashica Mimimatic-C. While at the
University of Toronto, one of my extra activities included
exposure to the dark room facilities in Hart House, where I
was able to learn how to develop and print my own images.
Paul In Greece (Dawn)
When do I do most of my photography? I would have
to say any time I can. Family and friends know and
expect I will always be accompanied by my camera
ready to capture and record any event.
Algonquin Park and areas near Peterborough and
Chandos Lake are our most frequent local
photographic haunts, followed by the mountains of
West Virginia. Our one daughter lives in North
Carolina and our biannual visits afford Dawn and me the opportunity to travel the back
roads and capture images of the more picturesque scenes.
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For years I have been a faithful Nikon user, both film and digital, although my entry into
the digital world (2002) was with a Fuji FinePix 2 Pro (an upscale Nikon D100). At the
present time I use a Nikon D200 , D700 and recently acquired a D300s.
My favourite subjects to photograph are landscapes and nature, two areas centering
around my love of the out-of-doors. However, I do enjoy most areas of photography,
including macro and tabletop. Recently I have been flirting with portraiture,a venue of
increasing interest to me.
My best photographic moment is not really one moment in time but a period spanning
almost fifty years. Having a friend and partner, my wife, who enjoys photography as much
as I do, is about as good as it gets. This common interest allows the two of us to share
outings and trips with equal enthusiasm. Bringing to the table different views of a common
theme only inspires us more, Dawn is more the visionary whereas I am more the technical
one. This makes for some interesting discussions .
For over fifty years I had enjoyed photography. I thought I was a photographer, my
friends and relatives assumed I knew it all, then I joined two photography groups in
Peterborough. Having my master pieces torn apart in critiquing and exposing myself to
some of the best photographers in both clubs did I finally appreciate how much there was
to learn.
Since recently joining the Northumberland Photographic Club I have seen some amazing
images and heard inspiring speakers. Dawn and I both know by becoming members of
your club our photography can only improve .Thank you to the folks in N.P.C. You are
already making us feel most welcome. You are an inspiring and friendly group indeed.

Paul in Kayak (Dawn)

Floral Abstract (Dawn)

(Ed. Our sincere thanks to both of you for taking the time to capture, edit and share these
beautiful images with our NPC members. We hope your membership will last for many, many
years and that we will have many opportunities to enjoy your photographic expertise.)
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Outings Column by David O’Rourke
The weather did not cooperate in February. It seemed as if it was freezing cold every day
and so we backed off a little on outings. The trip to Amherst Island on Feb. 10th was very
well attended, however. Although we weren’t able to get everyone in one group picture, a
total of 16 people attended the day. Eagles, hawks, a snowy owl, and deer were all spotted,
and many thanks are due to Tony Crocker for once again leading this popular expedition.
Two outings are now scheduled for March: 1. Port Hope Waterfront on March 1st; and 2.
Canada Blooms 2013 on March 17th. Stay tuned to our website:
http://www.northumberlandphoto.ca/wp/. for more outings as we try to make up for a very
cold February. David
Members at the Art Gallery of Northumberland Exhibition

(David O’Rourke Photos)

Sylvia, Alasdair and Elaine at Impresario Exhibition

Bill Crowley’s Beautiful photographs at
the Northumberland Art Gallery
Exhibition.
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Ray Williams finding horses are easier to spot than owls!!!
Debbie Funchion enjoying the camaraderie.

NPC members ‘hunting’ owls…!!!
Diego Fabris and Ormie Van Alstyne would frighten any owl!!
and if they didn’t….Al Short would!!

Russ Donaldson, one of many claiming to
have captured this image of the Snowy
Owl!!
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The ten members who not
only endured, but also
enjoyed, the outing to
Amherst Island to “shoot”
owls. Organized by David
O’Rourke and led by Tony
Crocker. A great time had
by all!

Bonnie Bird at the Waste Recovery Plant`
And the controversy continues!! (Bob Robertson photo
of Russ Donaldson and Brian Hart at the waste
recovery plant)

Waste Recovery Plant Photos
submitted by Bob Robertson
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…

Upcoming events, for sale items, Websites, Work Shops, Anything of Interest to
Our Members!!!
1) Two exhibitions very much worth a visit, in my opinion. -http://www.gallery.ca/en/see/exhibitions/current/details/don-mccullin-a-retrospective-4762
http://www.gallery.ca/en/see/exhibitions/current/details/clash-conflict-and-its-consequences4300
Posted by Eduard Merbis
2) People photography - candid - on the street
http://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/candid-street-photography/#.USJr0Vayni8.email
Posted by
Bob Robertson
3) Lenses for Nature and Bird Photography (Video) http://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/lenses-fornature-and-bird-photography/ Google PictureCorrect.
4) Northumberland

County 2014: ParaSport Games. A 6 minute video entitled

Raising the Bar showcases Northumberland's bid and tells a wonderful story; hosted by
Port Hope's Isaac Bouckley. Isaac is a Paralympic swimmer and a member of the London
2012 Paralympic Team.
Posted by Russ Donaldson
5) http://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/wet-plate-photography-how-people-are-still-using-it-

Of interest (possibly) to folks who still use (or dream
about using) wet plate technology.
Posted by Bob Robertson
why/#.URCeoJgSWLI.email.

6) I have a number of items that I would like to put up for sale. The reason is I am in lust,
for the Nikkor 45mm PC-E micro (shift/tilt lens). So to get it I looked at my equipment as
to what I use very little and here it is.
Camera Nikon D90 $400.00
Nikkor 50mm f/1.8 FX $200.00
Sigma 10-20mm f/4 DX $450.00

Lens Nikkor 16-85mm DX $500.00
Nikkor 80-400mm f/4 FX $1,200.00
Sigma 150mm f/2.8 macr o $1,100.00
Posted by Alan Short
6) A Free Photo Editor –IrfanView There are dozens of free photo editors available on
the Web. Picasa, XnView and FastStone are three popular ones. But IrfanView is still the
freebee of choice for millions. The author of IrfanView (Irfan Skiljan) has had over one
million downloads a month since 2003! It’s small, fast and full of features.
http://www.irfanview.com/
Posted by Bob Bell
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Bulletin Board cont’d…
Photographing the stars and night sky
How to Photograph Stars: Camera Settings & Setup – PictureCorrect
http://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/how-to-photograph-stars-2/#.UPD7krsN_jo.email Bob R.

Subject: Tour of the space station Departing Space Station Commander
Provides Tour of Orbital Laboratory YouTube submitted by Bob Robertson
Nautical Photography
http://www.picturecorrect.com/tips/nautical-photography/#.UPRm6gcTUhc.email

submitted by Bob Robertson
Photography Rules Are Made to Be Broken (Sometimes)

picturecorrect@gmail.com

submitted by Larry Keeley
Good condition wicker furniture for baby and child photography. Please see
http://toronto.kijiji.ca/c-buy-and-sell-other-Photography-Prop-Wicker-Baby-and-ChildPhotography-set-W0QQAdIdZ459419520 . If interested, please contact
stephanie.lake@sympatico.ca .
Posted by David O’Rourke

Ireland - Camera Ready! - August 15th - 27th, 2013
IRELAND IS READY MY FRIENDS! please check out my link - I hope you can all join
me as I celebrate my 50th this year - in IRELAND~!!!! Any questions please email me at:
photo@eagle.ca - and check it out under travel tours on my website !
A Kaleidoscope of Seascapes and Mountain Ranges - Castles, Gardens, and Stately Homes.
Villages, Pubs with Music - Towns, Cities - Lakes and Glens.
Need I say more? .. join me as I journey back to my ancestral roots ....
Posted by.cindytaylor.com
Items for sale! I have a friend who has a 35 mm camera that she no longer uses and
would like to give it to a good home. The camera is a Pentax SF1n with a Pentax lens SMC Pentax - F, 1:1.7, 50 mm. There is also a Tokina AF 287 lens - 28 to 70mm F2.8 - 4.5.
There are two sets of close up lenses that screw onto the lens. Manuals are with the camera
and lenses. Free to a good home! Her name is Ethelwyn Rempel and she can be contacted
by email at earempel@gmail.com Would it be possible to send this message to our
members.
Posted by Mike Hick
Raymond Barlow Nature Photography Tours ray@raymondbarlow.com
Posted by Larry Keele

March Theme Challenge
Finding Magic in the Mundane!!!
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Hawk in tree

Terry Self: Images from Cuba
Village Lights

Russ Donaldson
Morning Light
Moonrise

Congratulations to Brian Tyson for his First Prize
win at a recent exhibition in Toronto!!!
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Larry Keeley

The following is information I think NPC members might either need or want:
Julie Waterhouse will be our guest speaker/presenter at our MARCH 4th meeting. Julie,
who lives in Markham, ON., specializes in fine art photography. In addition to her
presentation on “Creativity”, Julie has also agreed to critique the images we submit for
evaluation. Please remember to submit these images by Friday, March 1st. See our website
on how to submit images for evaluation.
Julie shares very worthwhile photographic techniques on her website at:
ultimatephototips.com. You can also subscribe to her free online newsletter.
Jonathan van Bilsen' is our guest speaker/presenter at our November 4 th meeting.
Jonathan’s“ photos N travel “weekly summary highlights his experiences, reviews,
photographs and tips from all over the world. Google Jonathan Van Bilsen

See Jonathan Van Bilsen’s “This week in photos n travel:”
1 - Brazil's Corcovado and the Statue of Christ the Redeemer (Reprinted from Focus
Magazine)
2 - TripAdvisor Review: Harp & Wylie's - The best ribs in Town
3 - Galleries: Intimate Glamour
4 - PhotoTips: A New Way of Using HDR
5 - Jon`s pic of the week - Where was this taken?
Dates To Remember (and mark on your calendar):
> Impressario Exhibition pickup of photos; Feb. 28th
> 600 Williams St. Exhibition pickup of photos: March 12th, 8.30am – 9.00am
> Capitol Theatre Exhibition Hanging: March 25th, 9am – 12 noon.
> Northumberland Art Gallery Exhibition pickup of photos: March 11th
> CLIC Eastern Ontario Photo Exhibition and Sale submission deadline: May 10th.
> Picture Perfect Workshops: May 4th, starting at 8.30am at Pine Academy.
On behalf of all NPC members: a super huge “thank you” to Andreas Gada and Ormie
Van Alstyne for organizing and setting up the recent Technical Presentations. Jeff Gardner
and George Gillespie gave incredibly detailed and informative talks on some of the
technicalities involved in digital photography. Much appreciated by all who attended.
Thanks are extended to Brian Hart for the coffee and cookies and also to the members who
stayed behind, after the presentations, to stack chairs and tidy up the meeting rooms.
And last, but not least, “Moni’ wants to thank everyone who submitted materials for this
issue of our newsletter.

